
USA top ISSF World Cup Shotgun - Doha 2023 medals 
tally as Hinton and Gough clinch mixed trap gold
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United States of America 
topped the medals tally af-
ter William Hinton and Alicia 
Kathleen Gough won the mixed 
team trap gold on the final day 
of the iSSF World Cup Shotgun 
doha 2023 at the Lusail Shoot-
ing Range on Sunday.

Hinton and Gough beat 
Kuwait’s talal Alrashidi and 
Sarah Alhawal 6-0 in the gold 
medal match. 

USA finished the champi-
onship with six medals – three 
gold, two silver and a bronze. 
Hinton in particular was on fire 
yesterday, as he shot a perfect 
90, including all of the targets 
in the qualification round. 

the bronze medal was won 
by Poland’s Sandra Bernal and 
Piotr Kowalczyk, who edged 
out turkiye Pelin Rumeysa 
Kaya and tolga tuncer 6-4 in a 
thrilling play-off. 

the qualification round 
was topped by Alhawal and Al-
Rashidi after the Kuwaiti duo 
finished with 145 hits. Hinton 
and Gough were close second 
with 144, followed by Kaya and 
tuncer and Bernal and Kowal-
czyk pair’s 143 each.

the indian pair of Prithvi-
raj tondaiman and Shreyasi 
Singh finished sixth as they 
shot a combined score of 142 
out of 150 in the qualification, 

which was a point less than the 
bronze medal match qualifying 
score of 143. 

two Qatari teams, Has-
san Kholoud Al Khalaf/Saeed 
Abusharib and Metha Ham-
ad Albinali/Ahmad Majid Al 
Khelaifi, finished in 20th and 
23rd positions with 133 and 
124 hits respectively.

the nine-day World Cup 
was hosted by the Qatar Shoot-

ing and Archery Association 
under the auspices of the inter-
national Shooting Sport Fed-
eration (iSSF).

italy, with one gold medal 
and three bronze, finished sec-
ond ahead of Australia and tur-
kiye who won one gold medal 
each to share the third place.

the 12-leg iSSF World Cup 
series will now move to Bhopal, 
india for the Rifle and Pistol 

rounds before six more rounds 
which will take place in Larn-
aca (Cyprus), Lima (Peru), Cai-
ro (egypt), Baku (Azerbaijan), 
Almaty (Kazakhstan), Lonato 
(italy) and Rio de Janeiro 
(Brazil).

A total of 465 athletes from 
63 countries including 30 
Olympic athletes took part in 
the iSSF World Cup Shotgun - 
doha 2023 (March 5-12).

Qatar Shooting & Archery Association (QSAA) President Mishaal Ibrahim Al Nasr, Chairman of the Technical Committee Abdullah Ali Al Hammadi and an official pose for a photograph with the podium winners of the mixed 
team trap event on the final day of the ISSF World Cup Shotgun - Doha 2023 at the Lusail Shooting Range on Sunday.

Buoyed World Giants now aiming to hunt down 
Asia Lions at Legends League Cricket Masters
Vinay nayudu

Doha

HAvinG won heck of a game 
against india Maharajas by two 
runs in the second match of the 
ongoing Legends League Crick-
et (LLC) Masters, the World 
Giants will take on Asia Lions 
in their next match at the Asian 
town international Stadium 
on Monday.

With captain Aaron Finch 
and Shane Watson coming to 
the party with blazing fifties and 
later defending a total of 167 
they rode on the bowling of Brett 
Lee, tino Best and most impor-
tantly Ricardo Powell, who not 
only picked up two wickets, but 
took a catch which was the turn-
ing point of the match.

interestingly, Powell was 
played as the “impact Player”. 
Which means that he was nom-
inated from outside the playing 
Xi and before 14 overs of the 
innings.

the umpires didn’t allow 
Powell to bat after Giants lost 
Kevin O’Brien in 15.1 over, ac-
cording to the rules but Powell 

showed his class with the ball 
and also in the field.

Speaking of his team’s vic-
tory, the team’s coach and for-
mer india player Lalchand Ra-
jput said, “Our impact player 
did wonders for us. But on a 
srious note, we should have 
got 180-200 batting first given 
our good start. the Mahara-
jas also bowled well and with 

Harbhajan Singh getting into 
the groove with his bowling, we 
lost wickets. 

“But still our players batted 
very well getting to 167 from 
140 in the end overs.”

On playing Asia Lions, Ra-
jput said, “they also have leg-
ends in their team and all these 
players have built their repu-
tation with great play so they 

won’t take anything lightly. We 
also won’t give away anything. 
So the matches will continue to 
be competitive no matter the 
camaraderie shown.

“it will be a balanced game. 
they have won the first game 
and we have also won our 
opening match. So it will be on 
an even keel.”

While the pitch is playing 
true, Rajput said it still wasn’t 
easy to hit sixes. “the turn and 
bounce is there but the stadium 
is still not a small one and play-
ers really have to hit it hard to 
clear the ropes.”

For the fans though the 
excitement will continue. Asia 
Lions have a big local support 

with stars like Shahid Afridi, 
Misbah Ul Haq and Shoaib 
Akhtar in the ranks.

While World Giants won the 
inaugural edition in Muscat in 
January 2022, Asia Lions would 
look to make their mark this 
time with india Maharajas still 
smarting for their defeats and 
aiming to make a comeback.

Podium winners with the officials during the presentation ceremony on the final day of the ISSF World Cup 
Shotgun - Doha 2023 at the Lusail Shooting Range on Sunday.

USA’s William Hinton (above) and Alicia Kathleen Gough during the 
mixed trap event at the Lusail Shooting Range on Sunday.

World Giants skipper Aaron Finch with coach Lalchand Rajput.
World Giants’ Brett Lee celebrates the wicket of Stuart Binny of India Maharajas at Asian Town on Saturday.
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Casemiro sees red in Manchester United’s 
goalless draw with Southampton

STATS Perform/dPA
London

Manchester United failed to 
bounce back from their historic 
defeat to Liverpool as casemiro 
was sent off in a 0-0 home draw 
with Premier League strugglers 
southampton.

United suffered the largest 
loss in the history of their great 
rivalry with Liverpool last sun-
day, going down 7-0 on Mersey-
side.

they rallied on thursday 
with a good win over real Betis 
in the europa League, but erik 
ten hag’s men were back to be-
ing disappointing.

casemiro’s red card on 34 
minutes for a bad foul on carlos 
alcaraz allowed the relegation-
threatened visitors to dominate.

southampton failed to take 
their chances, however, left to 
settle for a well-earned point 
that keeps them bottom of the 
table but only two points adrift 
of safety.

United initially looked in 
the mood to set things right af-

ter their anfield humbling and 
Marcus rashford was denied by 
Gavin Bazunu after a fine give 
and go with Bruno Fernandes.  

But Fernandes would spend 
much of the rest of the first half 
aiming protestations at referee 
anthony taylor as United strug-
gled to exert control on the game.

they were grateful to David 
de Gea for turning over theo 

Walcott’s close-range header 
but then had to face up to play-
ing with 10 men as casemiro 
was shown a straight red after 
taylor went to the Var moni-
tor following a high challenge on 
alcaraz.

raphael Varane nearly bun-
dled home at the far post from a 
Fernandes free-kick soon after, 
with United subsequently see-

ing two penalty appeals correctly 
waved away at the end of a frus-
trating 45 minutes for the hosts.

southampton twice went ag-
onisingly close to capitalising on 
their one-player advantage after 
the restart.

aaron Wan-Bissaka was 
forced to clear off the line af-
ter scott Mctominay deflected 
a Kyle Walker-Peters cross to-
wards goal. James Ward-Prowse 
then clipped the top of the cross-
bar as he narrowly missed out 
matching David Beckham’s 
Premier League record for goals 
from free-kicks.

Walcott was again thwarted 
by De Gea after going through 
one on one with the United goal-
keeper on the counter, before 
Bazunu produced heroics at the 
other end to turn Fernandes’ 
curling effort against the inside 
of the post.

Walker-Peters saw a swerv-
ing effort clatter the left-hand 
post with De Gea well beaten, 
with fortune favouring a United 
side that is now 16 points adrift 
of leaders arsenal in third.

Manchester United’s Brazilian midfielder Casemiro (R) reacts after 
being shown a red card by English referee Anthony Taylor during the 
English Premier League match against Southampton at Old Trafford in 
Manchester on Sunday. (AFP)
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LeanDro trossard played a 
starring role as Premier League 
leaders arsenal restored their 
five-point lead at the summit 
with a 3-0 victory over Fulham 
on sunday.

the Belgium international 
claimed a hat-trick of assists 
at craven cottage, with Ga-
briel Magalhaes, Gabriel Mar-
tinelli and Martin odegaard 
all profiting.

Mikel arteta’s side subse-
quently became the first side 
in the history of english league 
football to win five successive 
away London derbies without 
conceding a single goal.

arsenal, who welcomed 
Gabriel Jesus back from in-
jury, also made it five straight 
Premier League victories in all 
as they took another step to-
wards the title.

the Gunners thought they 
had taken the lead when an-
tonee robinson put through 
his own net in the 16th minute, 
but the Var ruled Martinelli 
had strayed offside before 
Bernd Leno parried his shot 
against the Fulham defend-
er.  however, arsenal broke 
through five minutes later as 
Gabriel, who scored the winner 

in the reverse fixture in august, 
climbed to head in trossard’s 
corner.   

trossard was the provider 
again when his cross was nod-
ded in by Martinelli at the far 
post after 26 minutes, while 
odegaard tucked away another 
precise centre from the former 
Brighton and hove albion man 
in first-half stoppage time.

Fulham were far more posi-
tive after the break. Bobby De 
cordova-reid drew a smart 
reflex save from aaron rams-
dale, while aleksandar Mitro-

vic’s header hit the crossbar.
But arsenal stood firm to 

deny their opponents a potential 
route back into the contest and 
went close to increasing their 
margin of victory through ode-
gaard and the returning Jesus.

Almiron ends Newcastle’s 
winless run 
Miguel almiron came off the 
bench to re-ignite newcas-
tle’s charge for europe as 
he snatched a hard-fought 
Premier League victory over 
Wolves.

the Paraguay interna-
tional’s 79th-minute strike 
clinched a 2-1 win, but only 
after the visitors had dragged 
themselves back into a full-
blooded encounter when sub-
stitute hwang hee chan had 
cancelled out alexander Isak’s 
first-half opener on an eventful 
afternoon at st James’ Park.
Premier League Sunday Results
Fulham 0 Arsenal 3; Manchester 
United 0 Southampton 0; West 
Ham United 1 Aston Villa 1; 
newcastle United 2 Wolverhamp-
ton 1.

Trossard stars as Gunners 
regain five-point lead

Openda scores hat-trick in under 
five minutes in rare Ligue 1 feat

STATS Perform/dPA
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LoIs openda scored a hat-trick 
in Lens’ 4-0 win at clermont 
on sunday in just four minutes 
and 30 seconds, the fastest in 
Ligue 1 since 1967.

the 23-year-old grabbed 
his first goal in the 30th min-
ute at the stade Gabriel Mont-
pied after racing onto a lofted 
pass from the left from angelo 
Fulgini before putting the ball 
through the legs of clermont 
goalkeeper Mory Diaw.

In the 34th minute he took 
advantage of a defensive error 
from the hosts as he finished off 
a neat square pass from adrien 
thomasson, before completing 
his hat-trick just 66 seconds later 
when Mateusz Wieteska under-
hit a backpass, allowing openda 
to round Diaw and finish.

the Belgian striker also 
managed to add an assist in the 
second half as he pulled the ball 

back from the right for substi-
tute alexis claude-Maurice to 
make it 4-0 to the visitors.

openda’s treble was just 
the second this century to be 
achieved in under five min-
utes, beating Matt Moussilou’s 
for Lille against Istres in april 
2005 by four seconds.

according to opta, he is 
only the third Ligue 1 player 
to score a hat-trick inside five 
minutes in the last 75 years, 
along with Moussilou and 
Michel Margottin for angers 
against rouen in February 
1967. the exact hat-trick time 
for Margottin in that match 56 
years ago was not recorded.

only Manchester city’s 
erling haaland has scored 
more hat-tricks this season in 
the top five european leagues 
(four) than openda, whose tre-
ble against clermont was his 
second of the season after also 
hitting three goals against tou-
louse in october.
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tWo dazzling added time goals 
saw al Duhail dash the victory 
hopes of al sadd pulling off a 
thrilling 2-2 draw in their post-
poned match from Week 10 of 
the QnB stars League 2022-
2023 season played at the al 
sadd stadium on sunday.

the league leaders who 
trailed 0-2 till the dying min-
utes, scored twice in added 
time to shock the defending 
champions and extend their 
lead at the top to five points.

al Duhail now have 36 
points from 15 matches, ahead 
of al arabi on 31 points from 
15 matches, and al sadd, who 
are third with 29 points from 16 
games. al Wakrah with 24 points 
from 16 matches are fourth.

While Baghdad Bounedjah 
(34th minute) and santi ca-
zorla (57th minute) struck for 
al sadd, the turnaround for 
al Duhail came through goals 
from nam tae-hee (90+6 min-
ute) and Fernandez Federico 
(90+8 minute).

the Wolves held sway for 
almost the entire length of the 
match while al Duhail seemed 
to be running out of luck with 

some of their crucial hits miss-
ing the target. But with minutes 
to go, the red Knights gathered 
pace and momentum to catch 
their rivals off guard.

al Duhail’s first goal was a 
top shot drive from outside the 
box from the south Korean at-
tacking midfielder nam tae-hee 
which flew diagonally into the 
far top right corner of the net.

the red Knights again 
caught their rivals by surprise 
with Mohamed Musa essay-
ing a perfect kick from the 
right about 20 yards off the 
box which went in front of the 

goal and an unmarked Federico 
lunged forward to make a su-
perb header for the second goal.

such was the shock and 
awe of the act that it took a few 
seconds before the fans threw 
themselves up in delight.

earlier, in the 82nd min-
ute a nam tae-hee kick had hit 
the crossbar and fallen just out 
and al Duhail were left cursing 
their luck with many of their at-
tempts failing. In the end, how-
ever, they did get their act right 
and superbly.

In contrast, al sadd seemed 
not to put a foot wrong when 

Bounedjah first rushed ahead 
to score off a cazorla assist 
from a long distance in the first 
half and later soon in the sec-
ond half cazorla made the most 
of a Pedro Miguel cross from 
the right. 

Boli header helps Al Rayyan 
hold Al Wakrah 1-1
al rayyan rallied to hold al 
Wakrah 1-1 in their absorbing 
postponed match from Week 
10 at the al sadd stadium.

exciting action from both 
sides and several chances later 

it was in the second half that 
the goals were produced and 
within a span of seven minutes.

Gelson Dala provided the 
opening goal of the match for 
al Wakrah in the 82nd min-
ute before al rayyan hit back 
to equalize through their star 
Yohan Boli in the 89th minute.

the solitary point gain saw 
al Wakrah move to 24 points 
from 16 matches to stay in the 
fourth place in the standings 
while al rayyan too remained 
10th with a tally of 13 points 
from 15 matches.

Al Markhiya beat  
Al Sailiya 3-1
al Markhiya scored a valuable 
3-1 win over al sailiya at the al 
arabi stadium.

al sailiya surged ahead 
through sergio carlos in the 
11th minute, but al Markhiya 
bounced back and replied 
through Driss Fettouhi (38th 
minute), Jameel al Yahmadi 
(67th minute) and Jose correia 
(89th minute).

al Markhiya took their tally 
to 18 points, while al sailiya 
stood on nine points.

Thrilling added time goals see Al Duhail hold Al Sadd 2-2

Al Duhail’s Nam Tae-hee battles past Al Sadd’s Baghdad Bounedjah 
during their postponed Week 10 match of the QNB Stars League at  
the Jassim Bin Hamad Stadium on Sunday.

Arsenal’s Belgian midfielder Leandro Trossard (L) and Arsenal’s Ukrainian defender Oleksandr Zinchenko applauds 
the fans following their Premier League match against Fulham at Craven Cottage in London on Sunday. (AFP)

RC Lens’ French forward Alexis Claude Maurice (C) celebrates with Lens’ 
Belgian forward Lois Openda (R) after scoring a fourth goal for his team 
during the French L1 match against Clermont Foot 63 at Stade Gabriel 
Montpied in Clermont-Ferrand, France on Sunday. (AFP)

Spain’s Felix Sanchez has been appointed the new coach of Ecua-
dor’s national team, the country’s football asso-
ciation FEF announced on Saturday. The former 
Qatar coach will be under contract until the 
2026 World Cup hosted by the US, Canada and 
Mexico, according to a FEF statement. Sánchez, 
47, who worked with the Qatar team during the 
last World Cup in 2022, will replace Argentinian 
Gustavo Alfaro. Hosts Qatar wereout of the World 
Cup after two group-stage games - the earliest 
ever elimination for a host nation. Ecuador also 
didn’t make the last 16, despite beating Qatar 

2-0 in the opening game. “Good luck and success 
professor!” the FEF tweeted. (DPA)

Sanchez to take over as Ecuador’s  
national team coach

 Quick read

Former Qatar 
coach Felix 
Sanchez.

Borussia dortmund sporting director Sebastian Kehl still believes 
his side can wrestle the Bundesliga title away from Bayern Munich 
for the first time in 11 seasons despite the 2-2 draw at Schalke on 
Saturday. The thrilling derby draw, coupled with Bayern’s 5-3 win over 
Bavarian neighbours Augsburg, meant the champions ended the day 
two points clear of the Black and Yellows with 10 games left to play. 
“We all want the title race to remain exciting until the end. That’s why 
the two points lost hurt. But nothing is over yet,” Kehl told reporters. 
dortmund were twice ahead before being pegged back by relegation-
threatened Schalke in the 100th Bundesliga ruhr derby. it ended 
dortmund’s run of eight league wins in row. “it was incredibly annoy-
ing and completely unnecessary,” added Kehl. (DPA)

Dortmund’s Kehl not giving up on title, 
Bayern’s Pavard may now stay

Arsenal blank  
Fulham 3-0

Al Duhail fans rejoice during the team’s QNB Stars League match against Al Sadd on Sunday.
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Angelo Mathews moves Sri Lanka WTC claims forward
icc.com

Continuing their World 
test Championship final push, 
Sri Lanka have left new Zea-
land needing a record run chase 
in Christchurch, thanks in large 
part to a partnership between 
centurion Angelo Mathews and 
Dinesh Chandimal.

Putting on 105 throughout 
the middle of day four, the pair 
helped the tourists to a second-
innings total of 302, setting new 
Zealand 285.

At 28/1 at the close of play, 
new Zealand, if they make the 
runs required, would complete 
the highest successful run chase 
in test cricket at Hagley oval, 
beating Australia’s 201/3 in 
February 2016. Despite a nerv-
ous half-hour in the early nine-
ties, Mathews moved to his 14th 
test century with boundaries off 
back-to-back deliveries, swat-
ting Blair tickner through mid-
wicket before booming a shot 

through covers off the back foot.
He spent much of the day 

with Dinesh Chandimal (42) 
who joined him in Sri Lanka’s 
5000-run club in tests, doing so 
at an average of over 43, a bet-
ter figure than six of other 10 to 
reach the mark.

Chandimal will be in touch-
ing distance of Arjuna Ranatun-
ga’s 5105 in tenth when he takes 
the field in the second test in 
Wellington on Friday, and would 
be one of three active Sri Lankan 
players in the top ten, with open-
er Dimuth Karunaratne (6090) 
also a vital cog in the line-up.

World test Championship 
Standings

Sri Lanka began day four 
building a target-setting plat-
form, adding 67 runs and only 
losing night-watchman Prabath 
Jayasuriya (6) in the morning 
session.

Mathews and Chandimal 
worked into their partnership, 
facing 218 balls between them, 

before the latter was bowled by a 
tim Southee beauty after taking 
the new ball.

it brought Dhananjaya de 
Silva to the crease, whose smart 
acceleration moved Sri Lanka’s 
lead past 250 in the evening ses-
sion. His 47* included vital runs 
with the tail to move the team 
past 300, before Kasun Rajitha’s 
wicket of Devon Conway in the 
fifth over of new Zealand’s reply 
meant the tourists made even-
ing inroads with the ball. tom 
Latham (11*) and Kane William-
son (7*) will resume on day five 
with the hosts needing a further 
257 to win.

A win would keep Sri Lan-
ka’s hopes of a first World test 
Championship final berth alive, 
though would also need victory 
in the second test of the series, 
and for Australia to prevent an 
india win in the final test of 
their series in Ahmedabad.
Scores: New Zealand - 373 & 
28/1 vs Sri Lanka - 355 & 302.

Sri Lanka’s Angelo Mathews plays a shot during the fourth day of the first Test against New Zealand at the 
Hagley Oval in Christchurch on Sunday. (AFP)
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BAngLADeSH clinched series 
victory with a four-wicket win 
over england in the second 
t20 international in Mirpur.

england were 50-1 after six 
overs, but a flurry of wickets 
followed on a difficult, turn-
ing pitch and the tourists were 
bowled out for 117 in the 20th 
over.

Ben Duckett top-scored 
with 28 from as many balls in 
the middle order, but he saw 
four partners fall to Mehedi 
Hasan who finished with fig-
ures of 4-12.

Bangladesh made steady 
progress in their chase, with 
najmul Hossain Shanto’s un-
beaten 46 seeing them home 
with seven balls left.

Jofra Archer took two 
wickets late on, finishing with 
an impressive 3-13, to squeeze 
the game but the hosts took 15 
from the first five balls of the 
penultimate over bowled by 
Chris Jordan.

the series concludes with a 
final dead rubber at the same 
ground on tuesday.

Playing in their first series 
in this format since winning 
the t20 World Cup in no-
vember, england were already 
handling the absences of a 
number of key batters, includ-
ing Ben Stokes, Alex Hales and 
Will Jacks.

After defeat in thursday’s 
opening match of the series, 
captain Jos Buttler chose to 
make further changes to the 
winning formula, dropping 
himself to four and promot-
ing Dawid Malan to open, 
while also offering a debut to 
18-year-old prodigy Rehan 
Ahmed.

the move did not pay off, 
as Malan fell cheaply to taskin 
Ahmed while Buttler was 
bowled by Hasan Mahmud’s 
yorker for just four, as eng-
land were reduced to 57-4 af-
ter nine overs.

in successive matches 
Duckett has offered some re-

sistance as others fell around 
him, but failed to kick on after 
reaching his 20s.

He and Sam Curran of-
fered a largely boundary-less 
rebuild in the middle overs 
with a partnership of 34, han-
dling a difficult pitch and some 
excellent bowling from Mehe-
di, who claimed Curran as one 
of two stumping victims.

england again seemed 
a batter light, with Chris 
Woakes coming in at seven, 
and lost three wickets in the 
final over as Archer and debu-
tant Ahmed suffered embar-
rassing run outs.

england were probably 
around 20 runs short with the 
bat.

After the first seven overs 
there was excessive turn across 
the remainder of the match, 
which meant Bangladesh were 
never able to break the shack-
les in pursuit.

england will take solace 
from the bowling of Archer, 
who continues a successful re-

turn to the side after a lengthy 
period on the sidelines and was 
recorded at speeds of 93mph.

Having taken the wicket of 
opener Rony talukdar, Archer 
returned to force Mehedi into 
a mistimed pull on 20 before 
splaying the stumps of Afif 
Hossain in the 18th over to of-
fer england a glimpse of vic-
tory.

thirteen runs were need-
ed from 12 balls and Buttler 
turned to seamer Chris Jordan 
for the first time.

Shanto, who came in at 
three and anchored the in-
nings, hit his first delivery for 
four, before taskin struck the 
veteran seamer for successive 
boundaries to secure a com-
fortable victory.

Scorecard
england 117 (20 overs): Duckett 
28 (28); Mehedi 4-12
Bangladesh 120-6 (18.5 overs): 
Shanto 46 (47); Archer 3-13

Bangladesh won by 
four wickets.

Bangladesh’s Taskin Ahmed (left) celebrates with teammate Najmul Hossain Shanto after winning the second Twenty20 international cricket 
match against England at the Sher-e-Bangla National Cricket Stadium in Dhaka on Sunday. (AFP)

England fall to T20 series 
defeat against Bangladesh

icc.com 

AFteR a wait of 1205 days, 
Virat Kohli finally registered 
a test century, bringing up 
three figures on day four of the 
fourth test against Australia in 
Ahmedabad.

Kohli brought up test 
century no.28 after flicking 
nathan Lyon for a single and 
helping india push towards a 
crucial first-innings lead.

there was a gap of 41 in-
nings between his last century 
and this one, with the previous 
one coming over three years 
ago against Bangladesh in no-
vember 2019.

Kohli scored a sublime 136 
in india’s only innings at the 
eden gardens and helped his 
team secure an innings and 46-
run victory.

“600kg gorilla off his 
back,” Ravi Shastri boomed on 
commentary as Kohli raised 
his bat, then removed his hel-
met with a smile and kissed his 
necklace in relief to a standing 
ovation from the Ahmedabad 
crowd.

He now has eight test 
hundreds against Australia, 
second-most, on par with 
Sunil gavaskar on a list that is 
topped by Sachin tendulkar, 
who has 11.

His 28th test ton is also his 
75th international hundred.

Building his innings fur-
ther, Kohli partnered with Axar 
Patel to rapidly chip down Aus-
tralia’s lead. the duo put on a 
century stand and Kohli soon 
crossed 150.

After Axar’s wicket, india 
suffered a mini collapse, which 
ended with Kohli’s wicket on 
186 and india having extended 
their lead to 91.

By the end of day four, Aus-
tralia were 3/0, trailing by 88 
runs.

Scorecard
Fourth Test, Ahmedabad (day 
four):
Australia 480 (Khawaja 180, 
Green 114, Ashwin 6-91) & 3-0
india 571 (Kohli 186, S Gill 128, 
A R Patel 79) 
Australia trail by 88 runs.

Kohli breaks 
Test century 
drought in 
Ahmedabad

India’s Virat Kohli gestures to spectators as he walks back to the 
pavilion scoring 186 runs on the fourth day of the fourth and final 
Test cricket match against Australia at the Narendra Modi Stadium in 
Ahmedabad on Sunday. (AFP)

TIGERS ROAR TO VICTORY

Gorilla off the back!
‘600kg Gorilla off his back,” 
Ravi Shastri boomed on 
commentary as Kohli raised 
his bat, then removed his 
helmet with a smile and kissed 
his necklace in relief to a 
standing ovation from the 
Ahmedabad crowd.

ShReyAS Iyer has been sent for scans on his back after persis-
tent pain on day four of India’s fourth Test against Australia in 
Ahmedabad. After he complained of his discomfort after day three, 
Iyer did not walk to bat after the fall of Ravindra Jadeja’s wicket early 
on day four, with KS Bharat instead sent out to go about India’s reply 
to Australia’s 480. (agencies)

Shreyas Iyer taken for scans

 Quick read
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7th Edition of AAB Chess Open begins
Tribune news neTwork

Doha

AbdullAh Abdulghani & bros. 
Co. (AAb), distributors of Toyota 
and lexus in Qatar, are conduct-
ing the 7th Edition of AAb Chess 
Open FIdE-Rated Tournament 
in collaboration with Qatar Chess 
Association (QCA).

The event which com-
menced at the Qatar Chess As-
sociation Training Center on 
Sunday has invited all rated 
players under 2200 rating 
points to participate. This edi-
tion promises to deliver a series 
of exciting matches in an Over 
the board (OTb) tournament 
setting. As many as 126 chess 
enthusiasts across the country 
are participating in this edition.

The first move at the tourna-
ment was made in the presence 
of QCA President Mohamed Al 
Mudhahka, with members of 
QCA and dr. Eiman Al Ansari, 
AAb Government Relations & 
Public Affairs director leading 
the AAb representatives.

The tournament is being 
played in a classical chess for-
mat of 7 rounds Swiss System, 
which runs for two weekends. 
Its tournament results are 
linked for individual rating 
purposes with the World Chess 
Federation (FIdE).

AAb Chess Open has be-
come hugely popular across 
Qatar and deemed one of the 
strongest chess tournaments 

in the country with high-rated 
players participating in it. It 
saw great participation from 
the Chess community past edi-
tions with a substantial num-
ber of participants who are 
FIdE rated. 

The AAb Chess Open, Qa-
tar’s first FIdE Rated Open 
Chess Tournament, is a Cor-
porate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) initiative geared towards 
developing the community 
through sports. 

Organized to nurture and 
sustain the interest and pas-
sion of chess enthusiasts in the 
community, the tournament 
paved the way for the Rated 
players to improve their world 
ratings and for the Non-Rated 
players to be rated on an inter-
national level. 

With a strong partnership 
with QCA, the tournament has 
created a meaningful impact on 
the lives of the young chess en-
thusiasts as well as adult play-

ers who are given the chance to 
get world rating.

Abdullah Abdulghani & 
bros. Co. W.l.l. (AAb) was 
established in 1958 as part of 
Qatar’s infrastructure develop-
ment.  In 1964, AAb was award-
ed the Toyota dealership and 
the lexus dealership in 1990.  
AAb has grown to be one of Qa-
tar’s leading automobile compa-
nies with operations spanning 
heavy equipment, pre-owned 
vehicles, rental and leasing.

Tribune news neTwork
LusaiL

ThE Qatar Motor and Motor-
cycle Federation (QMMF) has 
received a record number of 
entries and strength in depth 
across all the various catego-
ries for the three-day Qatar 
International baja, which takes 
place on March 16th-18th.

Competitors from a stag-
gering 31 nations is further 
broken down into 47 cars in the 
FIA category and 51 motorcy-
cles and four quads, which will 
compete in the second round of 
the FIM bajas World Cup.

Seven T1+ and three T1 
cars, three in the T2 section for 
series production cross-coun-
try machines, 21 in the light-
weight prototype T3 category 
and 13 T4 vehicles will tackle 
the baja, which counts as the 
second round of both the FIA 
World and Middle East Cups 
for Cross-Country bajas.

Qatar’s Nasser Saleh Al At-
tiyah, Toyota hilux team-mate 
Juan Cruz Yacopini and Pol-
ish driver Krzysztof holowczyc 
(Mini JCW Rally Plus) closed 
out the podium on the opening 
round of the FIA World Cup in 
Saudi Arabia last month and 
they head the car field.

Saleh Al Saif tops a formida-
ble T3 entry and will be hoping 
to build upon his Saudi win. de-
fending FIA champion Fernan-
do Alvarez and last year’s series 
runner-up dania Akeel are the 
Saudi’s closest challengers after 
round one in their South Racing 
Can-Ams, although all T3 points 
scorers from round one are pre-
sent in Saudi Arabia and include 
Kees Koolen, Santiago Navarro 
and Otavio Sousa.

The QMMF has also en-
tered a seven-strong team of 
SRT-prepared Can-Am Mav-
erick X3s for local drivers Adel 
Abdullah, Abdulaziz Al Kuwari, 
Nasser Al Kuwari, Rashid Al 
Mohannadi, Ahmed Al Mohan-

nadi, Mohammed Al Meer and 
Nouef hassan Al Suwaidi.

Young Spaniard Pau Nav-
arro triumphed in T4 in Saudi 
Arabia and he tops a T4 entry 
that features Jeremie Warnia, 
Pietro Cinotto, Cristiano batista 
and the local quartet of Ahmed 
Al-Kuwari, Khalid Al-Mohanan-
di, Abdullah Al-Khelaifi and 
Mohammed Al-Attiyah.

In the absence of FIA 
Middle East Cup leader Yasir 
Seaidan, fellow Saudi drivers, 
hamad Al harbi and Abdul-
lah and Ahmed Al Shegawi and 
Kuwait’s Salem Al dhafeeri 
have the opportunity to snatch 
the series lead before the spring 
and summer break.

Emirati Mohammed Al ba-
looshi, Qatar-based Australian 
Martin Chalmers and briton 
Alex McInnes finished first, 
second and third at the Saudi 
baja and lead a stunning mo-
torcycle field, where they will 
face competition from top rid-
ers from Poland, Canada, Saudi 
Arabia, the uAE, Australia, Ku-
wait, Italy, lebanon, South Af-
rica and Slovenia.

Qatar will be represented 
by Sheikh Mohammed Al Tha-
ni, Yaghoob Azadi, Moham-
med Al Kaabi, Abdulrahman Al 
Sheeb and Rashid Al Naimi.

The duust diverse Racing 
Team has entered four bikes for 
last year’s Qatar baja-winning 

Pole Konrad dabrowski, the 
leading female duo of Poland’s 
Joanna Modrzewska and Ku-
wait’s Sarah Khuraibet and 
Norway’s Ola Floene, the lat-
ter better known as an interna-
tional co-driver with the likes 
of Andreas Mikkelsen in the 
FIA World Rally Championship 
(WRC) and Sheikh Khalid Al 
Qassimi in the FIA World Rally-
Raid Championship (W2RC).

haitham Al Tuwaijri 
topped the quad standings at 
the Saudi baja on his Yama-
ha Raptor 700 and lines-up 
against fellow Saudi hani Al 
Noumesi, the uAE’s category-
leading Abdulaziz Al Ahli and 
belgian rider Arnoud dom.

“We have been delighted 
with the response to this year’s 
Qatar International baja,” said 
Amro Al hamad, Executive 
director of the QMMF. “Cross-
country rallying is the fastest 
growing of all the sports under 
the FIA umbrella and it is great 
to see so many international en-
trants joining a very strong line-
up of motorcycles competing in 
the FIM bajas World Cup.

“Our event has a reputation 
for being a major challenge for 
all levels of ability. Not only 
does our event offer varied de-
sert terrain but we also devise 
a route with tricky navigation 
that offers a great challenge to 
our competitors.”

Timed action gets under-
way with a Prologue stage on 
Thursday, March 16th from 
15.00hrs. 

Record quality entries for Qatar International Baja

Alcaraz returns from injury with 
impressive Indian Wells win

(sTATs Perform/dPA) 
inDian WeLLs (CaLifornia)

TOP seed Carlos Alcaraz and 
reigning champion Taylor Fritz 
both overcame challenges to 
progress into the third round of 
the Indian Wells Open on Sat-
urday.

Alcaraz won 6-3 6-3 over 
Thanasi Kokkinakis in one 
hour and 18 minutes in his 
opening match of the event, 
which also marked his return 
from a fortnight out with a 
hamstring injury.

The Spaniard, who reached 
the semi-finals at Indian Wells 
last year, could return to the 
number one ranking with vic-
tory at this year’s event in the 
absence of Novak djokovic.

Alcaraz hit 21 winners 
against the 94th-ranked Aus-
tralian, dropping only one 
point on serve in the opening 
frame.

Fritz went a set down 
against 2023 Australian Open 
quarter-finalist ben Shelton 
but eventually prevailed 4-6 
6-4 6-3 in one hour and 53 
minutes.

both players were excellent 

on serve throughout the con-
test, with Fritz earning a break 
in the 10th game of the second 
set to tie up the match, before 
swooping again in the sixth 
game of the decisive frame.

Veteran Andy Murray 
moved into the third round 
with a 6-4 6-3 win over Radu 
Albot, with the briton to take 
on countryman Jack draper 
next. draper won 6-4 6-2 over 
24th seed daniel Evans.

Murray had been set to 
face 15th seed Pablo Carreno 
busta in the second round, but 
he withdrew due to a muscle 
injury, allowing Albot into the 
draw as a lucky loser. Murray’s 
win was his first in straight sets 
since October.

Seventh seed holger Rune 
won 7-5 6-3 over American 
Mackenzie Mcdonald, pro-
gressing to face Stanislas Waw-
rinka after he toppled 26th 
seed Miomir Kecmanovic 7-6 
(10-8) 6-4.

Ninth seed hubert hurkacz 
got past Australian Alexei Pop-
yrin 6-3 6-3, setting up a third-
round clash with 17th seed 
Tommy Paul who won 6-3 6-3 
over Jan-lennard Struff.
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Adel Abdulla in Qatar Baja action for the QMMF team in 2022.

Nasser Saleh Al Attiyah leads the challenge.

FIA – T1+ and T1
200. Nasser Saleh Al-Attiyah (QAT)/Mathieu Baumel (AND) Toyota GR DKR Hilux*
201. Juan Cruz Yacopini (ARG)/Daniel Oliveras (ESP) Toyota Hilux Overdrive*
202. Krzysztof Holowczyc (POL)/Lukasz Kurzeja (POL) Mini JCW Rally Plus*
203. Denis Krotov (KGZ)/Konstantin Zhiltsov (ISR) Toyota Hilux Overdrive*
204. Guoyu Zhang (CHN)/Oriol Mena (ESP) Baic ORC BJ40*
205. Yunliang Zi (CHN)/He Sha (CHN) Baic ORC BJ40*
206. Ronan Chabot (FRA)/Gilles Pillot (FRA) Toyota Hilux Overdrive*
207. Khalid Al Feraihi (SAU)/Sebastien Delaunay (FRA) Nissan Pick-Up+
208. Stefano Moro (ITA)/Francesco Proietti (ITA) Mitsubishi Pajero DID*
209. Abdullah Al Rabban (QAT)/Tamer Al Hijazeen (QAT) Chevrolet+
FIA – T2
210. Ibrahim Al Muhanna (SAU)/Osama Al Sanad (SAU) Nissan Patrol+  
211. Ahmed Al Shegawi (SAU)/Omar Al Lahim (SAU) Nissan Patrol+
213. Majed Al Thuayyan (SAU)/Fahad Al Sufyani (SAU) Nissan Patrol*
FIA – T3
300. Saleh Al-Saif (SAU)/TBA Can-Am Maverick X3*     
301. Fernando Alvarez (ESP)/Xavier Panseri (FRA) Can-Am Maverick X3*  
302. Dania Akeel (SAU)/Laurent Lichtleuchter (FRA) Can-Am Maverick X3*
303. Kees Koolen (NLD)/Wouter Rosegaar (NLD) G Rally Team OT3*
304. Santiago Navarro (ESP)/Themistocles Lopez Duro (ESP) Can-Am Maverick X3*
FIA – T4
400. Pau Navarro (ESP)/Michael Metge (FRA) Can-Am Maverick XRS Turbo*

401. Jeremie Warnia (FRA)/Loic Minaudier (FRA) Polaris RZR 1000 R*
402. Cristiano de Sousa Batista (BRA)/Fausto Mota (PRT) Can-Am Maverick XRS Turbo*
403. Luis Henderson (URY)/Bruno Jacomy (ARG) Polaris RZR 1000 R*
404. Pietro Cinotto (ITA)/Maurizio Dominella (ITA) Polaris RZR 1000 R*
*denotes registered for FIA World Cup
+ denotes registered for FIA Middle East Cup
FIM – Bikes
1. Mohammed Al Balooshi (ARE) KTM 450 Rally Replica
2. Martin Chalmers (AUS) Beta 430 RR
3. Alex McInnes (GBR) Husqvarna FE450
4. Konrad Dabrowski (POL) KTM 450 Rally
5. Jonathan Finn (CAN) Honda CRF 450 RL
6. Mishal Al Ghuneim (SAU) KTM 450 Rally
7. Hamdan Al Ali (ARE) KTM 450
8. Brett Hunt (GBR) Husqvarna FE450
9. Andrew Houlihan (AUS) Husqvarna FR
10. Sultan Al Balooshi (ARE) TBA
FIM – Quads
101. Abdulaziz Al Ahli (ARE) Yamaha Raptor 700
111. Haitham Al Tuwaijri (SAU) Yamaha Raptor 700
102. Hani Al Noumesi (SAU) Yamaha Raptor 700
103. Arnoud Dom (BEL) Suzuki LT-R 450

2023 Qatar International Baja – Leading Entries

Fernando Alvarez is the defending FIA World Cup T3 champion. 

Mohammed Al Balooshi tops the motorcycle entry. 

The first move was made in the presence of QCA President Mohamed Al Mudhahka, with members of QCA and 
Dr. Eiman Al Ansari, AAB Government Relations & Public Affairs Director leading the AAB representatives.

● fia World Cup leaders  
al attiyah, Yacopini and 
holowczyc lead cars

● al Balooshi, Chalmers  
and Mcinnes top bumper 
motorcycle field

● QMMf Team to run seven 
T3 Can-am Mavericks for 
local drivers

Carlos Alcaraz of Spain is congratulated by Thanasi Kokkinakis of 
Australia after their match during the BNP Paribas Open on Saturday in 
Indian Wells, California. (Getty images/afP)

Pogacar wins Paris-Nice with Vingegaard third, Roglic takes Tirreno
dPA

BerLin 

SlOVENIAN Tadej Pogacar 
won the prestigious Paris-Nice 
cycling race on Sunday on his 
first attempt, with Tour de 
France champion Jonas Ving-

egaard only third.
Pogacar, Tour champion in 

2020 and 2021, sealed the tri-
umph in style by winning the 
eighth and final stage around 
Nice. France’s david Gaudu 
was second ahead of dane 
Vingegaard.

“Attack is the best form of de-
fence. I know the roads here very 
well from training and so I knew 
when to attack,” said Pogacar.

The Tour starts in 16 weeks 
in bilbao.

Vingegaard said: I’ve got to 
improve this season. but this 

race was not my big aim, there 
is time.” 

In the other big race this 
week, Slovenia’s three-time 
Vuelta champion Primoz Ro-
glic won Italy’s Tirreno-Adri-
atico for the second time. The 
Giro d’Italia starts on May 6.


